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890 World Heritage sites inscribed
These include 689 cultural, 
176 natural and 25 mixed
properties in 148 States.
As of April 2009, 186 States
have ratified the World Heritage Convention
Major Threats for Cultural Heritage Sites:
• excess of tourists
• looting of archaeological sites



















Global Change Through Mankind
Galapagos
Volcano Ecuador
National park Iguaçu (natural heritage)
Border Argentina/Brazil
1985 Rain Forest, Paraguay
2003 Rain Forest, Paraguay
Mount Kenya
Optical data with 4 spectral channels (RGB – 3, 2, 1)Hyperspectral data with 128 spectral channels (RGB – 79 / 41 / 9) 
Hyperspectral Imaging from Space
… from 2013









































































































Polar Ground Stations for …
… Polar orbiting Earth Observation Satellites





• Historic name: Uruk; biblic: Erech; today: Warka
• First settlement 4000 B.C.
• Largest known city until 600 B.C.
• Gilgamesh Epos
• Largest expansion about 3000 B.C. with 5,5 sqkm
• Clay bricks buildings and channels
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Measurement Trails 2001, IKONOS
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Site near Uruk, 2001, IKONOS
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Site near Uruk, 2005, IKONOS
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Archives, Then and Now




















Satellites in Support of World Heritage
Open initiative on the use of Space Technology
in support of the World Heritage Convention
DLR joined initiative in December 2007 
at IAC in Hyderabad
Objectives:
Monitoring of UNESCO cultural and 
natural heritage sites 
Improving the protection against 
environmental and anthropogenic influences
Supporting of archaeological research








Polar Ground Stations for …
… Polar orbiting Earth Observation Satellites
High Resolution Spotlight 






Retreat Upsala glacier front, Patagonia
Area lost at terminus: ~4.3 km2
